Living in Peace & Harmony Tarot Spread

For people wishing to find the answer:

★ To finding an inner peace
★ To live more harmoniously with others
★ On how to spread respect and love to those around them

Card Positions
1. Current role in the community
2. A subconscious fear/obstacle to let go of
3. An obstacle to overcome in the community
4. An inner strength to use to let go of inner fears
5. An outside aid to use to improve harmony in the community
6. An activity to improve inner harmony
7. An activity to promote harmony in the community
8. Life purpose role in the community

Suggested method of reading
This spread is loosely based on a mirror spread, so you compare your inner thoughts with your external environment. For example, cards 1 and 8 can be seen as comparing ‘now’ with what your role should be to be in alignment with your soul purpose. Clarifying these two energies can help you see where you can improve things in your role to be in alignment with your soul purpose.

For more guidance on how to use this spread, read the full blog post here.

“Tarot clarity for your mojo”
https://www.goodlifetarot.com